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“Do you intend to transfer your career as well as be my bodyguard? Why are you standing 

there?” Samuel said helplessly. 

After hearing Samuel’s words, Flavor Zong hurriedly sat down. He had no choice but to be 

mindful in front of Samuel. 

” Tell me, why are you searching for me today?” Samuel said. 

” Brother Hannigan, I want to offer the company to you,” Tang Zong said. 

” What’s wrong? Do you believe I’m a beggar?” Samuel asked with a smile. 

” No, no, no, no.” Tang Zong waved his hand in panic and also said, “Bro Hannigan, that’s 

not what I meant. Do not get me wrong.” 

 

Seeing Flavor Zong’s panic-stricken face, Samuel really felt a little defenseless. He was in an 

excellent state of mind today and also was just joking with Flavor Zong. He didn’t anticipate 

Tang Zong to take it seriously. 

It resembled this joke had not been something that could be delicately played. A single 

sentence from him could scare Flavor Zong silly. 

I really do not desire this company. I don’t do not have money,” Samuel stated. 

 

” Sibling Hannigan …” Flavor Zong stammered. 

Samuel most likely recognized what his emotional tasks resembled. He stated, “I’ve currently 

told you. If you wish to go elsewhere, I’ll give you an opportunity. Bin Region won’t become 

your cage. You just wish to eliminate your existing identity by offering me the firm, do not 

you? Don’t bother.” 



Tang Zong’s thoughts were seen through by Samuel. He thoroughly checked out Samuel, 

and when he understood that he wasn’t mad, he blurted a sigh of relief. 

Flavor Zong was fortunate today. When he satisfied Samuel, he remained in a great state of 

mind. Otherwise, it was not good for him to have such a careful plan in Samuel’s eyes. 

” Sibling Hannigan, what do I need to do?” Tang Zong asked. 

” Container Region is just a tiny county. There are a few cities nearby. You will be qualified 

to stay with me when you can take down these cities,” Samuel said. 

Tang Zong’s expression was significant as he claimed, “Sibling Hannigan, I will certainly not 

allow you down.” 

” Incidentally, help me locate a few people in the grey area to terrify Jiang Wan. I do not 

want her to make trouble for me,” Samuel stated. He was also lazy to handle small fry like 

Jiang Wan. She would naturally quit if he located some people to frighten her. 

” Yes.” Tang Zong right away obtained the phone and also dialed older sibling Long’s 

number. 

In the grey location of the Container Area, it was easy to allow him do this. 

After receiving Tang Zong’s phone call, Sibling Long was flattered as well as immediately 

agreed. 

Sibling Long was certain about money when it concerned assisting others. When it came to 

helping Flavor Zong, he would certainly instead not have cash. A support was much more 

crucial than money. 

” You men, take some guys to discover a person called Jiang Wan as well as terrify her. 

Inform her to act herself.” Elder bro Long hung up the phone and also ordered his guys. 

” Sibling Long, we have actually got some information regarding Steven. They’re in the Jade 

Woodland Village,” among his subordinates said. 

” Let a person go rapidly. There are not many households living in the Jade Woodland Town 

now. It’s a good time to act.” 



In the Jade Forest Village, when Yvonne was young, she would certainly come below 

virtually every summer season vacation to play for a period of time. To her, one of the most 

remarkable memory was a little river in the Jade Woodland Village. 

The water in the river was clear to the bottom. When they were kids, they caught shrimps 

and turned crabs. They played for an entire day as well as didn’t intend to go house. 

” Sigh.” Pertaining to the small river once again, Yvonne could not aid yet sigh. The water 

was extremely turbid, discharging waves of smell. She might no more feel the feeling of 

being a child. 

In Lydia’s eyes, despite the fact that Yvonne was currently an adult, she was still a kid. 

Hearing Yvonne’s exclamation, she said with a smile, “Exactly how can the present 

atmosphere compare to when you were a kid? Do you still want to enter into the river to 

capture shrimps?” 

” Mommy, many things will certainly transform with the passage of time. The connection in 

between you as well as papa has altered a great deal compared with the past, right?” 

Yvonne asked. 

Lydia responded her head and said, “Your dad is not encouraging. I can’t state love 

currently. Love comes to be family love, there is one thing that we can’t be separated.” 

” Exists no other way to preserve it?” Yvonne frowned as well as asked. 

Lydia sighed. As for she was worried, she can not return to the sensation she had in the past. 

As for preserving it, she had never ever thought about it, due to the fact that the animosity 

had actually long gone far beyond love. 

” Samuel might be able to keep it. Besides, you have accepted him now,” Lydia stated. 

Yvonne flushed and stated, “Mama, what are you speaking about? I didn’t approve him.” 

“If you do not accept him, will you kiss him? Do not assume I don’t understand. Samuel has 

currently informed me,” Lydia said with a smile. 

Yvonne got angry at the same time. How could Samuel tell Lydia regarding this? 

Go back! 



She has to teach this man really after returning. 

 


